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We shall show that the S(n)-tape bounded and T(n)-time bounded nondeterministic 
auxiliary pushdown automata can be simulated by S(n)-tape bounded deterministic 
auxiliary pushdown automata which are S(n) . log T(n)-stack bounded whenever S(n) is 
tape constructible and S(n) > log n. Hence S(n)-tape bounded nondeterministic Turing 
machines can be simulated by S(n)-tape bounded deterministic automata which have an 
auxiliary pushdown storage of length F(n). 
We shall assume familiarity with the results and methods of proof from Lewis, Stearns 
and Hartmanis [4] and from Savitch [6]. 
Lewis, Stearns and Hartmanis proved that the context-free languages can be accepted 
deterministically in space log2n. Their method of proof was to divide each derivation in 
a context-free grammar into suitably chosen subderivations and to treat these subderiva- 
tions one at a time. Moreover they introduced the systematic guess procedure for these 
subderivations so that the acceptance was forced to be deterministic. 
Savitch refined this method of proof in order to prove that each S(n)-tape bounded 
nondeterministic Turing machine with time bound T(n) can be simulated by a deter- 
ministic machine with space bound S(n) . log T(n) f or each constructible S(n) with 
S(n) 3 log n. 
We generalize the result of Savitch in a two way fashion. First we allow the simulator 
machine to be deterministic auxiliary pushdown automata so that the loss of space will 
occur only in the pushdown storage. Secondly the machine model to be simulated will 
be also auxiliary pushdown automata. Our main theorem is the following. 
THEOREM. Assume S(n) is a constructible tape bound and S(n) 3 log n. Then each 
S(n)-tape bounded and T(n)-time bounded auxiliary pushdown automaton may be simulated 
by an S(n)-tape bounded deterministic auxiliary pushdown automaton which is S(n). log T(n)- 
stack bounded. 
And the main corollary to this states 
THEOREM. Each nondeterministic Turing machine which is S(n)-tape bounded and 
T(n)-time bounded can be simulated by a deterministic S(n)-tape bounded auxiliary pushdown 
automaton which is S(n) . log T(n)-stack bounded. 
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BASIC DEFINITIONS 
An auxiliary pushdown automaton is a Turing machine which has a pushdown tape 
in addition to a read-only input tape and a read-write storage tape. The pushdown tape 
will be used as an auxiliary storage which is not counted to the space complexity of the 
device. A more formal definition will follow. 
DEFINITION. An auxiliary pushdown automaton (or an aux-pda for short) is an ordered 
set 
where 
(i) Q is a finite set of states, 
(ii) z is an input alphabet, 
(iii) d is a storage alphabet containing the special symbol 6 called the bZu&, 
(iv) d, is a pushdown alphabet containing the special symbol x0 called the bottom 
mark, 
(v) p is a (partial) f unc t ion from Q x (Z u ($, $}) x d x d D into the finite subsets 
of Q x d x (d,,\{z,))* x (-1, 0, l} x {- 1, 0, 1) called the transition fumztion where $ 
and $ are special symbols not in z (the left and right endmarker, resp.) 
(vi) q. and q1 are states in Q (the initial and final state, resp.). 
If the transition function 9, has only singleton sets as values then A is called a deter- 
ministic auxiliary pushdown automaton. 
Each input word w in 2Y* is represented to A by writing the word $w$ on the input tape. 
The input tape head is not supposed to move outside the word $w$. 
Let w be a word in .P. We denote the length of w by 1 w I. Nk will denote all the natural 
numbers up to k. A configuration of the automaton A on the input word w is any ordered 
set 
C = (p, i, Q J/J, 8) 
in8 x NM+~ x (d * 4 d*) x LIZ where 4 is a new symbol not in A. The automaton A is 
said to be in the configuration C if it is in state q, the input tape head is reading the ith 
symbol on its input tape, +I is the contents of the storage tape, the storage tape head is 
on the first symbol of /I and 6 is the contents of the pushdown tape (the pushdown tape 
head reading the rightmost symbol of S). A mode of the configuration C is the ordered set 
P = (q, i, 01 J8, 4 
where 6 = 6,~ for some 6, in 0; and z in A, . 
The configuration 
Co = (40, 1, u4 x0) 
is called the initiaZ con.guration and 
C, = (e 9 I w I + 2, & zo) 
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the final configuration (on the input word w). The modes of these configurations are 
denoted by P, and P, respectively. 
By a move of A on the input word w we mean any application of the transition function 
v. We say that the configuration C, yields the configuration C, in one step (denoted by 
C, +.A C, or C, t- C, if A is known) if A in one move may enter from C, to C, . We let 
&A (or &) be the reflexive and transitive closure of the relation t-. A sequence of con- 
figurations C, , C, ,..., C, is called a computation on w from C, to C, of length n if 
for each i = 1, 2,..., n - 1. In this case we also write C, t--w C, . The computation 
C 1 ,..., C, is an accepting computation of w if it is a computation on w and C, is the initial 
configuration and C, is the final configuration. 
The language accepted by the automaton A is the set 
L(A) = (w / w in L’* and C,, 2 C,>. 
We shall now give the complexity definitions for aux-pda. 
DEFINITION. An aux-pda A is S(n)-tape bounded (resp. H(n)-stack bounded) if for 
all w in L(A) there is an accepting computation of the word w, C, ,..., C,, , such that 
for each i = 0, l,..., m. 
A is said to be T(n)-time bounded if each word w in L(A) has an accepting computation 
of length at most T(I w I). 
From the definitions above we may conclude that an ordinary Turing machine is an 
auxiliary pushdown automaton which has the stack bound equal to zero. For the Turing 
machine complexity classes we have the following notations. 
NTAPE(S(n)) (resp. DTAPE(S(n)) denotes the family of all languages that are ac- 
ceptable by S(n)-tape bounded nondeterministic (resp. deterministic) Turing machines. 
Define S(n) to be constructible tape bound if there is some deterministic Turing machine 
which will mark off S(n) tape cells on its storage tape without using more than S(n) 
tape cells. 
For the Turing machine simulations we have the following theorem of Savitch [6]. 
THEOREM. Let L be a language accepted by an S(n)-tape bounded and T(n)-time bounded 
Turing machine. The-n L is in DTAPE(S(n) * log T(n)) whenewer S(n) is a constructib2e 
tape bound and S(n) > log n. 
For the auxiliary pushdown automata Cook [2] has proved the following theorem. 
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such that 
and 
for each j. 
In the sequence (3) there must occur at least two modes which are equal. Let these be 
Pi.k+u and Pi,k+v where u < v. 
Thus we have 
and 
Hence the computations from Ci, to Ci, and from Ci,k+v to Ci,K+u can be deleted. 
From the above we may deduce that the height of the stack can be always reduced to 
t’ = (q . p * n . #“‘)2. 
In addition the configurations of A with the stack height at most t’ count up to 
q . p . n . (p(n) . (p + l)t’ < 22-S(n) 
for some constant c. 1 
We now proceed to prove the theorem. Let A be an S(n)-tape bounded nondeterministic 
aux-pda which accepts in time T(n). The tape bound S(n) is assumed to be constructible. 
Let w be a given word over the input alphabet of A. 
We begin by listing some definitions needed. 
A pair of modes B= (P, Q) is said to be realizable (after Cook [2]) if A has a computation 
on w from P to Q such that the pushdown head never visits below the mode P and A is 
scanning the same square on its pushdown tape while in P and Q. 
Two pairs of modes B = (PI, QJ and 9 = (P2, Qp) are said to be unituble if either 
Qi = P2 or Qz = PI . We denote by Co(B, 9) the pair obtained from the unitable pairs 
9, 9 (i.e., (PI , Q2) or (P2 , QJ resp.). Let Next be a function which enumerates all the 
unitable pairs where the storage tape contents are of length at most S(l w I). Let (9; , Pi) 
be the first pair in this enumeration. 
A pair of modes of the form (P, P) is called trivid. A trivial pair is always realizable. 
The empty pair of modes is denoted by 8. 
Let 9 = (PI, Q1) and 9 = (P2, Q2) be p airs of modes. We say that 2 yields B if 
there is a pushdown letter x (or the empty letter e) such that PI enters P2 by writing z 
on the pushdown tape and Qs enters Qi by popping up the letter x. 
Clearly if d is a realizable pair and it yields the pair B then B is realizable. As a con- 
vention we have that the empty pair, 8, yields each of the trivial pairs. 
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We design now a deterministic aux-pda A’ which will simulate A. A’ uses blocks in 
its pushdown tape. Each block is of the form 
where .9r , ~9~ , ~3~ are pairs of modes, the pairs 9s , .93 are always unitable and 9d is 
either empty or is a realizable pair (called a target). Each block has a mark 0, 1 or 2. 
The intuitive meaning of these blocks is the following. In the block 93 the first 
component 5Br is to be parsed (i.e., one checks its realizability). This parsing is made by 
first parsing the two subcomputations 9s and .93 . The last component 9a refers to an 
already parsed subcomputation and may be used to parse 9r . Now if 9 is marked by 0 
then we are to parse the subcomputation 9s . If the block has a mark 1 then 9s has been 
already found to be realizable and we begin parsing .9a . If 9? has a mark 2 then both 
9s and 9s are parsed. 
The topmost block of the pushdown tape is always denoted by 
A’ has several tracks in its storage tape by which it can check whether the yield relation 
is fulfilled. A’ has also a special track which is able to store the number of blocks in the 
pushdown tape (i.e., the height). 
Let c be a constant such that 
log,,, x < c * log X (= c * logs X) 
for all X. Let h = c * log T(] w I). In the following algorithm we may first suppose that 
log h is constructible in space S(] w I). This restriction may be deleted finally by ap- 
proximating h from one on as in Savitch [6]. 
Let 9f be the pair (PO , Pr) where P,, is the initial mode and Pf the final mode. 
A’ runs as follows. 
Begin 
A0 
PUSH[9’, , 9; ,9’;, 81” 
HEIGHT c 1 
begin 
fw HEIGHT < h do 
if a0 has 0 then PUSHIBo, ,9’;, 9; , .QM]” 
else 
if go has 1 then PUSH[.CBo, ,9$, 9’0”) &lo 
else 
PU=Wo, , &,6 , Co(~o, > -%)I0 
HEIGHT t HEIGHT + 1 
etrd 
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BO ifgo4 yields C0(.9~a , SSm) and Co(902 , TSo3) yields 9ar then 
begin 
POP %I 
HEIGHT +- HEIGHT - 1 
if HEIGHT = 0 then accept 
else 
if a,-, has 1 then 
mark 9?a by 2 
goto A0 
else 
B2 
else 
end 
if S!lo has 0 then 
mark 3Y0 by 1 
goto A0 
end 
begin 
if Next (go2 , ~23~) defined then 
C% y %I> +- Ne+% , -%> 
mark a,, by 0 
goto A0 
else 
POP go 
HEIGHT t HEIGHT - 1 
if HEIGHT = 0 then reject 
else goto B2 
end 
LEMMA 2. If w is accepted by A’ then w is in L(A). 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the number of successful pops (i.e., on the 
application of poppings in Bl). We show that if a block 
is popped up by Bl as successful then 9r is a realizable pair. 
We first note that 99 can be popped up by Bl only if it has a mark 2. 
(1) If 93 is the first successfully popped block then it is at height h and g4 = 8. 
Hence we have that d yields Co(9, ,9J) and Co(9a ,.SJ~) yields 9r . Thus 9r is realizable. 
(2) Assume that ~?8 is popped up at some later time. Then there are two possibilities. 
(2a) SJ is at height than h. Then Bl is used at least twice to pop up a successful 
block. This is because A’ can pop up a block by Bl only in series the first member of 
which is at height h. Let 
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be the block popped up just before g. Then by A0 the pair ~9~ must equal Z& since 9 
has the mark 2. Hence _%+ is realizable by the induction hypothesis. 
(2b) zZ~ is at height h. If B4 is empty then the case is similar to that of (1). Otherwise 
there has occured a block of the form (1) where Co(9& , C&J = ~2~ and a1 has a mark 2. 
This is possible only if g12 and g13 have been found out to be realizable already (by the 
induction hypothesis and the procedure Bl). Hence g4 is realizable. Since g is popped 
up by Bl we have that g4 yields CO(~~ , ~2~) and CO(~~ , ~3~) yields .& and so ~9~ is 
realizable. 
Since A’ accepts only if it pops up the bottom block as successful we may conclude that 
A’ accepts only if Pj is realizable. This completes the proof of the lemma. 1 
To prove the claim in the other direction we first prove that by suitable guesses of 
blocks the automaton A’ accepts the word w if A does so. Assume thus that A’ is able to 
push blocks on the pushdown tape such that the second and the third components of 
these blocks are arbitrary unitable pairs. 
Suppose w is accepted by A and fix some accepting computation on this input word. 
We begin by some definitions and notations. 
A computation of A abowe a pair B = (P, Q) means a computation of A from P to Q. 
We say that a pair 9’ covers the pair 9 if the computation above 9 is a subcomputation 
of the computation above 8. The empty pair is covered by each of the pair of modes. 
Let B = (PI , PJ and Z? = (Q1, Q2) be two pairs of modes, 9’ nonempty and B 
covers 9. The computation of A from PI to Q1 and from Qz to Pz is denoted by P : 2 
and the time needed (in the accepting computation of A on w) by A is denoted by [@ : 221. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose the block 9 = [B1 , ~3~ , g3 , B4] satisjes the following conditions 
(1) to (8). 
Then A’ needs at most h - k additional pushdown blocks in order to pop up G? as successful 
when 9? is given on the pushdown tape. 
Proof. We shall show the claim by induction on k from h downwards. Assume that @ 
is a block as stated in the lemma. 
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(i) Assume K = h. Then 5Bd yields Co(9, , ~3~) and CO(~~ , g3) yields 9r and thus 
.?Z? is popped up as successful by using no other blocks. 
(ii) Assume now that the claim holds for all numbers greater than k. We proceed 
to pop up B through the subcases (a) to (c). 
(a) Let 
be a block such that Co(W, , W,) is covered by 5Ba and [Co(g, , L%J: S41 is the smallest 
possible such that 
Such unitable pairs of modes as B?‘z and .%?s always exist (Fig. 1). 
We have now 
(1.1) 
(2.1) 
(3.1) 
(4.1) 
(5.1) 
(6.1) 
(7.1) 
9a , 9’2 , %‘a , Bt are realizable pairs, 
.gz and W, are unitable, 
.9a covers Co(9, , iA?,), 
S3 covers Bd , 
[CS3 : ~13~1 < (2/3)k * [gfl by the condition (8), 
[Co(%, , 92,): a41 >, (2/3) * [S3 : LS41 by the construction, 
[& : 81 < IS3 : g41 < (2/3)“+r . [Prl if 9* # b, and [B& : Sl < (2/3) * 
[9:% : 9J < (2/3)“+r . [Prl if 9a = d by the construction of Co(9?, , L&J, 
(8.1) V, : 941 G W) . k% :gal f W) ,~+l . [P,l if 5Bd = d and [9?a : Sk1 < 
(2/3) . [2& : g41 < (2/3)“+2 . [L.F’~] if g4 # b, by the construction of Co(9’, (3,) for 
otherwise it would not be the smallest possible. 
I 
TIME > 
FIGURE 1 
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Hence we have that the new block a1 satisfies the conditions of the lemma for K + 1. 
By the induction hypothesis this block is popped up as successful by using no more 
than h - K - 1 blocks in the pushdown tape. Thus the block A? will be marked by 1. 
(b) We may now suppose that g is on the pushdown tape and has the mark 1. 
Let 
9’1= [%,~a,%,~] 
be a new block such that [9&l < (2/3) . [S21 and [Z&l < (2/3) * [ZB21 and [Co(9, ,9&), 813 
W) . F%land% covers the realizable pair Co(%a , .9&). Such unitable pairs 9& and 9s 
always exist (Fig. 2). 
Ul, 
The conditions (1.2) to (4.2) which refer to conditions (1) to (4) are now immediate 
for the new block aI . For the rest of the conditions we have 
(5.2) [.@a : Sj ,( (2/3)” . [Pfl by the condition (7), 
(6.2) [Co(%‘, , 93,): CT] > (2/3) - [SB2 : Sl by the construction, 
(7.2) [9?a : Sl < (2/3) - [S’.J < (2/3)“+l . [gf] by the construction, 
(8.2) [9& : Sl < (2/3) . [9J < (2/3)“+l . [Pfl by the construction and by (7). 
The block 99r satisfies the conditions of the lemma and the induction hypothesis 
implies that this block is popped up as successful. Thus the block A? is now marked by 2. 
(c) Suppose that 9 is on the pushdown tape and has a mark 2. 
Let 
% = PI > w, 9 =% , c-q% , -%)I 
be a new block such that gI covers Co(g, ,9J and [Co(9$, 9a): CO(Z& ,9a)l is the 
smallest possible such that 
ICoG%, %I: W% , .%)l 3 (2/3) -L% : Co(%,%)l 
and 
9, covers CO(~~ , _9J. 
Such unitable pairs W, and &?a always exist (Fig. 3). 
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FIGURE 3 
The conditions (1.3) to (4.3) which refer to conditions (1) to (4) are immediate for gI . 
For the rest of the conditions we have 
(5.3) [gr : CO(~~, @Jl < (l/3) . [S& : B4j by the condition (6) and so [gr : 
Co(S3’, , ~2~)1 < (2/3)k * [Pfl by the condition (5), 
(6.3) [Co(W, , 9Q: Co(.Q2, -9Jl 2 (2/3) * [gI : CO(~~ , gs)l by the construction, 
(7.3) [s, : 81 < [Z@r : Co(gs , -@a)] < (l/3) . [TBl : .B41 by (5.3) and so [gz : 81 < 
6% : COP% > %)l < WY=+1 . PA, 
(8.3) [B, : CO@~ , .&)I < (2/3) * [Br : Co(gs, %‘a)1 by the construction and so 
I% : Co(-% ,gJl < (l/3) . (2/3) 1% : 911 < (2/3)“+2 . [gJ. 
Now the block Q1 satisfies the conditions of the lemma for k + 1 and thus by the 
induction hypothesis this block is popped up as successful. Thus &? is popped up as 
successful since it has a mark 2. This completes the proof of lemma 3. 1 
LEMMA 4. The automaton A’ (without its systematic guess procedure) needs at most 
log T(I w I) pushdown blocks in order to accept the word w. 
Proof. Let B be a block [PY, 9& , 9Z3 , 6’1 such that [gal < (2/3) . [Pfl and [&‘s] < 
(2/3) . [Pfj and [Co(@, , W,): 81 3 (2/3) . [Pfl and W, , ST3 are unitable pairs. Such 
pairs exist and furthermore the block g satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3 for k = 1. 
Thus this block is popped up as successful and the pair Sf is realizable. 1 
It remains now to prove that the sequence of correct guesses is available to A’. This 
availability comes from the next lemma. We drop now the assumption that A’ can guess 
blocks to be pushed. 
LEMMA 5. Assume that 9 = [LB1 , LB2 , CBS, 9.J is at height k on the pushdown tape. 
Then at some step either g ispopped up as successful or it is changed to [9, Next(ZB, , 9,J, LB41 
if Next(gg ,9.J is defined and otherwise it is popped up as unsuccessful. 
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Proof. We shall use induction on k. Assume g is as stated in the lemma. 
(i) If k = h then the claim is immediate from the part B2 of the algorithm. 
(ii) Suppose that the claim holds true for all instances greater than k. 
All of the blocks which are pushed above a have one of the forms below. 
These blocks are at height k + 1 and hence the induction hypothesis holds for these. 
If there are some blocks of the forms (l), (2) and (3) w lc are popped up as successful h’ h 
then so is 99. If for some i = 1, 2 or 3 there are no blocks of the form (i) which turn out 
to be successful then by B2 we have the change (9a ,9J + Next(9a , ~2~) if Next(gz, 52LJ 
is defined and if not defined then the block ~?8 is popped up as unsuccessful. Thus the 
lemma holds. 1 
LEMMA 6. If the word w is accepted by A then it is in L(A’). 
Proof. We showed in Lemma 4 that if A accepts the word w then there is some se- 
quence of correct guesses by which A’ accepts w. In Lemma 5 we proved that any se- 
quence of correct guesses is available to A’. Thus the claim holds true. 1 
LEMMA 7. The automaton A’ accepts the same language as A and has the tape bound S(n) 
and the stack bozlnd S(n) - log T(n). 
Proof. Lemmas 2 and 6 show that L(A) = L(A’). 
For the complexity bounds for A’ we note the following. 
(1) Each block takes space at most constant * S(i w 1). 
(2) The pushdown tape contains at most h = c . log T(I w I) blocks. Hence the 
pushdown tape is bounded by constant . S(i w I) * log T(I w I). 
(3) The checking made in the memory tape can be made using space at most 
constant * S( 1 w I). The Next function is computable in space constant * S( 1 w I) and the 
track which stores the height of the pushdown stack is of length at most constant . 
loglog T(I w I) and hence it is of length constant * S(j w I) by Lemma 1. 
(4) The whole storage tape is bounded by constant * S(] w I). 
By standard coding techniques the constants can be reduced to one in the complexity 
bounds and thus we may conclude that A’ runs in storage tape bo&d S(l w I) and stack 
bound S(l w I) * log T(I w I). a 
Lemma 7 proves the theorem. 
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SOME COROLLARIES 
The theorems mentioned earlier in this paper are straightforward corollaries to the 
main theorem which was proved in the previous chapter. We shall now give some other 
corollaries. 
COROLLARY (Monien [5]). Let L be a language which is accepted by an S(n)-tape 
bounded and T(n)-time bounded aux-pda. Then L is in DTAPE(S(n) * log T(n)) whenever 
S(n) is a constructible tape bound and S(n) > log n. 
COROLLARY (Savitch [6]). Let L be a language in NTAPE(S(n)) for S(n) > log n. 
Then L is in DTAPE(S2(n)). 
A more general statement to the above would be the following. 
COROLLARY. Let L be a language in NTAPE(S(n)) for S(n) > log n. Then L is accepted 
by some deterministic auxiliary pushdown automaton which is S(n)-tape bounded and S2(n)- 
stack bounded. 
Hence the loss in the efficiency will be pushdown-like when nondeterministic Turing 
machines are simulated by deterministic ones. 
COROLLARY (Cook [l]). Let L be a language accepted by a log-tape bounded and 
polynomially time bounded auxiliary pushdown automaton. Then L is in DTAPE(log2 n). 
COROLLARY (Lewis, Stearns, Hartmanis [4]). Each context-free language can be 
accepted deterministically in space log2 n. 
Our final remark concerns auxiliary pushdown automata which have the pushdown 
alphabet of size one (i.e., auxiliary counter automata). Let A be an S(n)-tape bounded 
auxiliary counter automaton where S(n) > log n. From the proof of Lemma 1 we may 
conclude that A is 2c’s(n)-stack bounded for some constant c depending only on -4. 
Thus the counter can be stored in binary form in the storage tape of length c . S(n). 
Hence an auxiliary counter does not add the power of an S(n)-tape bounded Turing 
machine. 
COROLLARY. Let L be a language which is accepted by an S(n)-tape bounded auxiliary 
counter automaton and S(n) 3 log n. Then L is in NTAPE(S(n)). 
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